LR 1

features & benefits
Reveal Pro is an easy to use roll-away fabric literature rack. Unbeatable when shipping
space is an issue. Assembles in seconds and
attractively presents standard 8.5” x 11”
literature with an option of an eight pocket
model. Bag included. Black: REV-PR-B silver
REV-PR-S
Eight pocket model in silver: REV-PR-2-S
Eight pocket model in black: REV-PR-2-B

hardware specifications
Product Details
Color: silver or black
Bag: black with black carrying handle
Weight of Base: 1.5 lbs
Profile of Base: 14.5”D x 11’W x 1.5”T

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without
prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE.

additional info
Height of Display: 54.5”
Pocket size: 10” x 12”
Shipping Size: 24” x 5” x 5”
Shipping Weight: 4 lbs

Assembly Instructions

Center the foot, tighten the
knob. Assemble bungee pole.

Remove the system from outer packaging
and carry bag. Insert foot into notch in on
bottom rail.

Place the rail on the top pole, with
the pole inside the hole in the plastic
protrusion

Your system is now
ready to be used.

Reverse the procedure to disassemble

Insert pole into the
chrome piece on the
foot.

LR 2

features & benefits
Reveal Pro is an easy to use roll-away fabric literature rack. Unbeatable when shipping space is an issue. Assembles in seconds and attractively presents standard
8.5” x 11” literature with an option of an
eight pocket model. Bag included. Black:
REV-PR-B silver REV-PR-S
Eight pocket model in silver: REV-PR-2-S
Eight pocket model in black: REV-PR-2-B

hardware specifications
Color: silver or black
Bag: black with black carrying handle
Weight of Base: 1.6 lbs
Profile of Base: 14.5”D x 19’W x 1.5”T

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without
prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE.

additional info
Height of Display: 54.5”
Pocket size: 9.5” x 12”
Shipping Size: 24” x 5” x 5”
Shipping Weight: 5 lbs

Assembly Instructions

Center the foot, tighten the
knob. Assemble bungee pole.

Remove the system from outer packaging
and carry bag. Insert foot into notch in on
bottom rail.

Place the rail on the top pole, with
the pole inside the hole in the plastic
protrusion

Reverse the procedure to disassemble

Your system is now
ready to be used.

Insert pole into the
chrome piece on the
foot.

